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Abstract
TIle ellicicnt processing of similarity joills is important for

large class of (lpplicatiolls.
The dilllellsiomtlity of the data for these 1lpplicatiollS range;; from low to high. i\'[ost existing
methods have focussed on the execution of high-dimcm;ionul joills over large (Imounts of diskba:;ed dutu. The increasing sizes of main memory available un current compu(,ers, and the need
tI

for effidp.lll processing of spatial juill:> suggest that spatial joins for a 11lrgc class of prolJlerm; nlll

be processed ill main memory. In this paper we develop two Ilew spatial join algorithms, (,lie
Grid-join und EGO*-join, and study t.heir performance ill compurison t.o the slate of the art.
algorit hill. EGO-join, and the HSJ algorithm.
Through evalua(.iolL we explore the domain of appliwbility of each algori(,hm unci provide
reCOllHlleJl(llltions for the choice or join ulgorit.hm depending upon the dimensionalily of the
dnta as well as the criticul E parameter. We also point out the lj:ignificance of t.he choice of this
parnmeter for ensuring that, the selectivity achieved is reusonable. The proposed EGO*-join
algorit hl1l nlwuys, often significan(,ly. outperforms the EGO-join. For low-dimensional dlltu the
Grid-join outperform both the ECO- and EGO*- joins.

All nllnlysis of the cost, of the Grid-jail] is presented and highly nccurate cost, estimnt.or functions are developed. These arc used
Hnd

1

LUll

also be llsed by

1l

10

choose nn uppropriate grid size ror optimal performance

query optimizer

10

cOll1pute the estimated cost or the Grid-join.

INTRODUCTION

Similarity (spatial) joins arc an important database operation for several applications incl\l(ling GIS,
multimedia databases, data mining, location-based applicfltions, and time-series analysis. Spatial
joim; are natural for geographic information systems and moving object. environments where pairs
of objects located close to each other arc to be identified [13, 12J. II/Iany algorithms fOl· several basic
data mining operations :mch as clustering [5], out.lier detection [9], and association rule mining [10]
·Portions or this work W<IS supported by NSF CAREER grant llS-9985019, NSF I!,Tant OOlOO·I'I-CCR <lmI NSF

grant 9972883
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reqmre the processing of all pairs of points with ill a certain distance to each other [2J. Thlls a
similarity join can serve as the fin;t step for many of t.hese operations [1].
The problem of efficient computation of similarity joins has bexm addressed by several reseal'chers. ]\·Iost researchers have focussed their attention 011 disk-based joins for high-dimensional
data. ClIl'rent high-end workstations have cnough memory to handle joins even for la.rge amounts of
data. For example, the self-join of 1 million 32-dimeflsiOlml data points, lIsing an algorithm similar
to that of [2] (a.'isumiTig float data type for coordinate and int for poi lit identities) requires I'tlughly
106 ~ 132~I'IB, plus memory for sLack etc.). Furthermore there

132MB of memory (i.c. (32 x 4 +4)

X

are sit,1Htt,ions when it is necessary

1.0

data, which is

1.0

jOill intermediate result.s sit.uated in main memory or sensor

be kept. in main memory. \Vitll the availability of

11

large main memory cache,

disk-based algorithms may nolo necessarily be the best choice. Ivloreover, for certain applications
(e.g. moving object. environments) near real-t.ime computation may be critical and require main
memory evaluation.
In this paper we consider the prohlem of main memory procc:-;sing of similarity joins, also known
liS

e-joins. Given two datasets A and B of d-dimensional points and value e E

~,

t.he goal of a join

operat.ion is t.o identify all pairs of points, fl, one from each set, that are within distance

£

from

each other, i.e.
R~J(A,B,<)~{(",b),lla-bll«;

aEA, bEB},

While several research efforts have concentrated on designing efficient high-dimensional join
algorithms, the question of which method should be used when joining low-dimensional (e.g. 2-6
dimensions) data remains open. This papel: addresses this question and inves~igal.es the choice
of join algorithm for low- and high-dimensional data. We propose two new join algorithms: the

Grid-join ,md EGG*-join, and evaluate their along with the state of t.he art algorithm - EGO-join
[2], and a method which serves as a benchmark in many similar publical.iolls, the RSJ join

/'1].

These I.cdllliqucs are compared through expcriments using synthel.ic ami real data. \Ve considered the total wall-dock time for performing a join without ignoring any cost.s, such as pre-sorting
data, building/maintaining index etc. The experimental results show Umt. the Grid-join approach
showed the best results for low-dimensional data.
Under the Grid-join approach, the join of two sets A and B is computed using an index 11ested
loop approach: an index (i.e. specifically constructed 2-dimensional grid) is huilt on circles with
radius

£

centered at. the first two coordinaLes of points from set B. The first two coordinatcs of

points from set A aI'e llscd as point-queries to the grid-index in order to compute the join. Although
several choices arc available for constructing this index, only the grid is considered in this paper.
The choice is not accidental, it is based upon our earlier results for main memory evaluation of range
queries. In [7] we have shown that for range queries over moving objer:ts, using a grid index results
in an onler of magnitude better performance than memory optimir.ed R-tree, CR-tree, R*-tree, or
Quad-tree.

2

The results for high-dimensional data show that the EGO*-join is tlle best choice of join method,
unless c

i~

very small. The EGO*-join that we propose in this paper is based upon the EGO-join

algorithm. The Epsilon Grid Order (EGO) join

121

algorithm was shown to outperform otlic]'

techniques for spatial joins of high-dimensional dat.a. The new algorithm significallt.ly outperforms
EGO-join for all cases considered. The improvement is especially noticeable when the numher of
dimensions is not very high, or the value of c is not, large. The RS.J algorithm is significantly poorer
than all other three algoriLhms in all experiments. In order to join t.wo sets using RS.J, all R-tree
index nceds to be built or maintaincd

011

both of these sets. Bill. unlike the case of some approaches,

these indexes nced noL be rebuilt when the join is recomputed with different c.
Although not often addressed in related research, the choice of the

E

parameter [or Lhe join

is critical to pl'Oducing meaningful reslllls. vVe have discovered that oILen in similar research the
choice of values o[ E yields very small selectivity, i.e. almost no point. from one data:'iet joins with a
point [rolll the other dataset. In SccLioll 3.1 we present a discussion

011

how to choose appropriate

values of E.
The contrihutions of this paper are as follows:
• Two join algorithms that give better performance (almmit an order of magnitmlc hetter for
low dimensions) than the state of the art gGO-join algorithm.
• Recommendations for Lhe choice of join algorithm ba.';ed UpOll data dimensionality d, and

Co

• Highlight the importance of the choice of E and the corresponding selectivity for experimental
evaluation.
• Highlight the importance of the cache miss T(.'tluction techniques: spatial sortings (2.5 times
speedup) and clustering via utilization of dynamie arl'ays (.40% improvement).
• For the Grid-join, the choice of grid size is an import<mt parameter. In order to choose good
values for this parameter, we develop highly accmate estimator functions for the cost of the
Grid-join. These funcl.ions are used to choose an opl.imal gl'id size.
The rcst of this paper is organized as follows. Related work is discllssed ill Section 4. The new
Grid-join and EGO*-join algorithms are presented in Section 2. The proposed join algorithms arc
evaluated in Section 3, and Section 5 concludes t.he paper. A sketch of the algorithm for selecting
gTid size and cost estimator functionS for Grid-join me presented ill Appendix A.

2

SIMILARITY JOIN ALGORITHMS

In this section we introduce two new algorithms: the Grid-join and EGO*-join. The Grid-join is
based upon a uniform grid alld builds upon the approach proposed in [7] for evaluating continuous
range queries over moving objects. The EGO*-joill is based upon EGO-join proposed in [2J. In
3

Section 2.1 we first present thc Grid-join algorithm followed by an important optimization for
improving the cache hit-rate. An analy:>b of the appropriate p;rid size as well as cost prediction
funeLiom,:; for the Grid-join is rrc:;ellted in the appendix. The EGO*-join method is disellssed in
Section 2.2.

2.1

Grid-join

Assume for now that wc are dealing with 2-dimellsiollal data. The spatial join of two datusets, A
and B, can be computed Ilsing a st.andard Index Nested Loop approach as follows. \\Te trcat one
of the poinL data sets as a collection of circles of radius

E

centered at cach point of one of the two

sets (say B). This collection of circles is then indexed llsing some spatial index structurc. The
join is computed by taking each poillt from t.he other data set (A) amI querying the

indf'~,,(

on the

cilTles to find those circles that contain the query point. Each point (from B) corresponding to
each such circle joins with the qucry point (from A). An advantage of this approach (as opposcd
to the alternative of building an index on the points of one set and processing a circle region query
for each point from the other sct) is t.hat point queries are much simpler than region querics and
thus tend to be faster. Fol' example, a region query on a quad-tree index mighL need to evaluate
sew,ral paths while a point

CJlL(,j'y

h;

guaranteed to be a single path query. An important 'llicstion

is the choice of index stl'llctllre for the circles,
In earlier work [7] we have inves-
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bers of range queries over point data
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context of evaluating mul-

tiple concurrent continuous range qucrics
on lIloving objects. The approach
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tigated the execution of large num-

-.

can also be IIsed for :>patial join if

-OJ -c::::EJ

Nested Loops technique mentioned

we compute the join using the Index
above, The two approaches diIfer

Figure 1: An example of the Grid Index, Ie

only in the shape oftlle queries which

are circles fOl· the spatial join problem and rectangles for the range qucl'ies,
In [7] the choice of a good main-memory index wa.c; investigated, Several key index structures
including R-tree, R*-tree, eR-tree [8], quad-tree, and 32-tl'ee [7] wcre considered. All trees wcrc
opLimizcd for main memory. The conclusion of the study was that a simple one-level Gr'ld-"nldex
outperformed all other indexes by almost all order of magnitude for uniforlil

w, well as skewed data,

Due to its superior performance, in this study, we use the GI'id-index for indexing the e:-circles.
The Grid Index While many variat.ions exist, we have designed oUl· own implementation of
the Grid-index, which ,\'e denote

H..<;

Ie, Ie is built on

4

circl{'~c;

with c-radius. Note however, that

it

i~

Ilot necessary to generate a new dataset consistinp; of thesc (:in.:lc.<;. Since each circle

lIa~

the

same radius (t), the dataset of the roinls representing the centers of these circles is sufficient. The
similarity join algorithm which utilizes Ie is called the Grid-join, or Je for short.

Case of 2 dimensions For ease of explanat.ion assume the case of 2-dimensional
Input: DataseLs A, B, and

E E

1R

data. Ie is a 2-dimensional array of cells.

Output: Result set. fl

Each cclI represents a region of sp"lce gen-

1. R

erated by partitioning the domain llsiJlg a

<---- {(1

regular grid.

2. i":-sort(A)

Figllre 1 shows an example of Ia. Through-

3. z-sort(B)

out the paper, we

4. Initialize Ie

IBI- 1 do

5. for i ~- 0 to

(a) b~
<----

cube, [O,l]d. hi this example, the domain

(a)

<----

IAI -

0 to

ai

<----

is divided into a 10 x 10 grid of 100 cells,
each ofsizc 0.1 x 0.1.

1 do

(n?,nD

Since the grid is 1Il1iforrn, it is easy to

(b) Let C. he thc cell in lu corresponding to
(c) for j

~-

i. b

ii. if
(d') for j

<----

are identiIied

C i .pal'l.U]

(lin; - bll < E)

calculate cell-coordinates of an object in

0(1) time. Each cell contains two lists that

then R

<----

R

u (r1i, b)

fl.•. ,

full and part, as shown in

Figure 1. Let C(PJ) denote a circle wit.h
center at point p and radius r The full

0 to IC;.f1/l/I- 1 do

(pfL1·f.) list of a cell contains pointers to all
points b; from B sitch that C(b.,E) fully

i. b <---- C;.fullrj]
II.

ai

0 to IC.padl - 1 do

<----

that the domain

is normalized to the unit d-dimcflsional hyper-

(b\l,bf)
(b) Iusert {bj,C(lf;,EH into Ie
G. for i

as~mrne

R<----RU(a"IJ)

(partially) cover the cell. That is for cell

7. return R

C in Ie its part and full lists can be represented nUlthematically as C.full = {b :

C

Figure 2: Grid-join procedlll'c, Je

c C(b,E); b

E il} and C.pu.rt = {b

C~C(b,E}ACnC(b,E}",0;

bEE},
To find all points within E-distance from a given poiut a first the cell correspolH.ling to a is
retrieved. All points in fulllisL arc guarant.eed to be within E-distancc. Points in pa1·t list need to
be post-processed.
The choice of data structures foJ' the full and part lists is critical for performance. We implemented these lisLs as dyllamic-arraysl rather than lists which improves performance by roughly
40% due to the resulting clustering (and thereby reduced cache misses).

Case of d dimensions For the general d-dimensional case, the first 2 coordinates of points
are IIsed for all operations exactly as in 2-dimcilsional case except for Lhe processing of part list.s,
I A dynamic <Irwy IS a standard daLa slrilCI ure for <Irrilys whose size adjusts dynamically.

5

which uses all d coonHna1.cl> to determine whethcr

Iia -

hI! <

E.

The reason for two SepfU"llt,c lists per cell for 2-dimcnsirmal points is that points ill the /lllliist
do not need potentially costly checks for relevance
Keeping

<.1

~iIlce

they are guaranteed to be within E-distance.

5eparate full list is of little value for more than 2 dimensions since now it too needs

post-processing 1.0 climimIte false positives similar to the part list. Thel·crore only one list is kept
for all circles that at least partially intersect the cell in UIC clJ05en 2 dimensions. We call this list

part list: C.pm·t = (lJ : C n C(b', E) oF 0; b E B}.
JG is described in Figure 2. Steps 2 and 3, the r.-50rt steps, apply a spatial 50rt to the two
data.c;ets. Thc Heed for this step is cxplained later. Ie is initialir.ed in Step 4. In the loop ill Step
5, all points bi from scI, B arc added to Ie one by onc. First~, a 2-dimcnsional point constructed
from the first two coordinates of lJ;, is comidered. Then pointer to b; is added to pad, lists of each
cell C in Ie that sat.isfic5 C n G(bL E) f- 0.
The loop in Step G perforJll!:> a nested loop join. For cadi point a; in A all points from B that
are within

E

distance are determined nsing le. To do this, point

tLi

is constructed from the first

two coordinates of a; and thc cell corresponding to ai in Ie, Gi, is determined in St.eps 6(a) and
G(b). Thcu, ill Step 6(c), the algorithm iterates though all elcmeut5 of the part list of cell C j and
finds all relevant to a points. Step 6(d') is analogolls to Step 6(c) and valid only for 2-dimensional
case.
Choice of grid size Thc performance of .Ie depends on the choice of grid sir.e, therefore it
must be selected carefully. Intuitively, the finel· the grid the faster the processing but the slower
the time needed to initialize the indcx alld loau the data into it. We now present fl sketch of a
solution for selecting appropriate grid size.
The IiI'st stcp i5 to develop a set of estimator functions that predict the cost of the join given a
grid size. The cost is composed of three components, the costs of: (a) initifllizing the empty grid;
(b) loading the data5ct. B into the index; and (c) processing each point of dataset A through thi5
iudex. The appendLx prescnts details on how each of I.hcl>c costs is estimated. The quality of the
prediction of these fnndiom was found to be extremely high. Using these functions, it is possible to
determine which grid size would be optimal. These functioHs can also be used by a query optimizer
- for example

La

evaluate whether it would be efficient to use either .Ie for the given parameter5

or another method of joining data.
Improving the cache hit-rate The performance of main-memory algorithms is greatly affected by cache hit rates. In this section we describe an optimir.ution that improves cache hit rates
and, consequently, thc overall performance of .Ie.
/\s 5hown in Figure 2, fOJ' each point, its cell is computed, and the full and part lists (or just
paTt list) of this cell me accessed. The algorithm 5iTTlply processes points in 5equential order in

the alTay corresponding to set A. ClIche-hit rates can be improved by altering thc ordc.- in which
points are processed. In particular, points in the alTay should be ordered such that points that arc

G

dose logether according; to their firsl, t.wo coordinates in the 2D domain are also close together in
the point array. In this situation index data ror a given cell is likdy to be reused from the cache
during t.he processing; of subsequent. points from the array. The speed-up is achieved because such
points arc mmc likely t.o be covered by the Sllfnc circles than points that are rar apart, thus the
relevant information is morc likely to be retrieved from the cache rather than from main mcmory.
Sorting t.he points to ensure that points that. are close to each other are also close in the a.rray
order can easily be achieved by various methods. \\le choosc to use a sorting based on thc Z-on.lcr.
\:Vc :-;ort not only set A but also :-;et B, which reduces the timc necded to add circles to Ic. As wc
will see in the Expcrimcnt.al Section, ......2.5x spccdup is achieved by utilizing Z-sort, c.g. as shown
ill Figure lOa.

2.2

EGO*-join

In this sedion we present an improvcmeTlt of the disk-based EGO-join algorithm proposed in [2].
We dub the new algorithm the EGO*-join. \Ve usc notation

JEGO

for the EGO-join procedure and

.I,."co. for the EGO*-join proccdurc. According to 12], thc statc of the art algorithm .IF:CO was

shown to outperform othcr methods for joining massive, high-dimensional data.
\Ve begin by briefly de.c;crihing J ECO as presented in [2] followed by our improvement of 1}.;co.
The Epsilon Grid Order:

JEGO

is based on the so called Epsilon Grid Ordering (EGO), see

[21 for dP.taiis. In order to impose an EGO on dataset A, a regular grid with the cell size of cis
laid over the data spacc. The grid is imaginary, and ncvcr materialized. For each point in 11, its
cell-coordinate can be determined in 0(1) t,irnc. A lexicographical order i:-; imposed on each cell by
choosing all order for the dimensions. Thc EGO of two points is detcrmined by the lexicographical
order of the cOlTc:-;ponding cells that the point:-; belong to.
EGO-sort: In order to perrOI'm JEGO of two sets A
Hnd B with a certain c, first the points in these scts are
sorted in accordance with the EGO for the given

E:.

Notice

Inpnt: Datasets A, B, ami 10 E !Ii

that for a subsequcnt JEGO operat.ion with a different c

Output: Result set

sets A and B need to be sorted again since their EGO

1. EGO-sort(A, 10)

values depend llpon the cells.

2. EGO-sort(B, 10)

Recursive join: The procedlll'c fol' joining two se-

n.

3. join-seqllences(A, B)

qucnces is recursive. Each sequcnce is further subdivided
into two roughly equal subsequences and each subsequence
is joined recursively with both H:-; counterparts. The parti-

Figlll'c 3: EGO-join Procedure, .h'-GO

tioning is calTicd out until the length of both su!J:-;equences
is smaller than a threshold value, at which point a simple-join is performed. In order to avoid excessive computation, the algorithm avoids joining sequences that nrc guaranteed not to have any
points within distance 10 of each other. Such sequences can be tCl'liled non-joinable.
7

EGO-heuristic: A key element of JEUO is the heuristic w,ed to idcntify non-joinable sef]ucllces.
The heuristic is IlH.<;cd on the number of inactive dimensions, which will hc cxplained shortly. To
understand the heuristic, let

liS

consider a simple example. For a short sequence its first and last

points are likely to have the same first cell-coordinates. For example, points with corresponding
cell-coordinates (2,7,11,1) and (2,7,6,1) have two common prefix coordinates (2,7, x, x). Their
third coordinatcs differ - this corresponds to the active dimension, the first two dimensions

fUC

called inactive. This in turn mcans that for this sequence all point::; have 2 and 7 a.c; their fir::;t two
cell-coordinates - because both sequence::; are EGO-sorted before being joined.
The heuristic first detcl'lnillc::; the number of inactive dimen::;ions for both sequences, and computes min - the minimum of the two lIumbers. It is easy to provc that if there is a dimen::;ion
between 0 and m'in ~ 1 such that the cell-coordinates of the first points of the two sequences differ
by at least two in that dimension, then the sequences nrc non-joinable. This is based upon the fact
that the length of cach cell is

•
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Figure 4: Two sequencc::; with (a) 0 inactive dimCIJ::;ions

(b) 1 inactive dimcnsion. Unlike EGO-

heuristic, in both case::; EGO*-heuristic is able to tell that the sequences arc non-joinable.
New EGO*-heuristic: The proposed Jrl'co. (EGO*-join) algorithm is lJ.;co (EGO-join) with
an important change to the heuristic for determining that two scqucnces are non-joinable_ The use
of the EGO*-hcllristic ::;ignificantly improves performance of the join, as will be seen in Section 3.
'We

1I0W

present our hClLristic with t.he help of an example for which

JEGO

is unable to detect

that the sequences arc non-joinable.
Two :>equences are shown in Figllre 4{b). Assume that each sequence has many point:>. One
:>equence starts in ccll (0,1,3) and ends in cell (0,2,2). The second sequence starts ill cell (0,5,6) and
ends in (0,6,3). Both sequences have olle inactive dimension: O. The EGO-heuristic will conclude
that these two should be joined, allowing reCIil'SiOll to proceed. Figure 'l{a) dcmon:>trates the ca.<,e
when two sequences are located in two ::;eparate slabs, both of whkh have the size of at lea.<;t two in
each dimension. There arc no inactive dimensions for thi::; case and recursion wiII pl"Occed further

8

Input: The first and last cells
of a sequence:

C/O'

andCL

Output: Bounding rectanglc BR
1. for i

<----

0 to d - 1 do

(0) BR.lo[i] ~ CF.xli]

(b) BR.hi[·']

CL.xli]
(c) if (JUo[i] = R.hi[ij) then continue
(d) for j (- i + 1 to d - 1 do
<-

i. BR.lo[j]

~ 0

i. BR.hi[jj ~ MAJCCELL

(e) break

2. return BR

Figure 5: JEGO.: procedure for obtaining a Bounding Rectanglc of a sequence

for JEGO.
Thc new heuristic being proposed is able to eOl'l"ectly determine that for the cases depicted
Figllres 4(a) and 4(h) the two sequences w·c non-joinable. It should hecome clear latcl'

OIl

III

that., in

esscnce, our heuristic llLili:r.es not only inactive dimcnsions but also thc active dimension.
The heuristic uses the Hotion of a Bounding Rectangle for each scqucnce. Notice that ill general,
given only the first and last cells of a sequence, it is impossihle to compute the Minimum Bounding
Rectangle (:lIdBR) for the sequence. However, it is possible to compute a Bounding Redallgle (DR).
Figure 5 describes an algorithm fol' computing a bounding rectangle.
The procedure takes as input the coordinates for first and last cells of the sequence and produces
the bounding rectangle as output. To lImlerstand getBRO algorit.hm, note that if first and thc la.'.,;t
ccll have n prefix equal coord illates (e.g. (1: 2, 3, 4) ami (1, 2, 9, '1) have two equal first coordinates
(1,2, x: x) ) tllCH all cells of the sequences have the same values in the first
(1,2, x, x) for our example).

11

coordinates (e.g.

This means that tllC first n coordinates of the sequencc can be

bounded by t.hat value. Furthermore, thc active dimension call be bounded by the coordinates of
first and last cell in that dimcnsion respectively. Continuing with our example, the lower hound
is now (1,2,3, x) and the upper hound is (1,2,9, x). In gcnend, we cannot say anything precise
about the rest of the dimensions, however the lower hOlillt! can always he sct to 0 and upper bound
to MAX_CELL.

Ollce the bounding rectangles for both seqnenecs being joined are known, it is easy to sec that
if one DR, expanded by one in all directions, does not intersect. with the othel' BR, than the two

Input: Two sequences A and B
Output: Result set R

1. BR 1

<----

1. BR2 ~-

gctBR(A.jiTst, A.laM,)
getnR(B.fin!" a.last)

3, Expnnd BR} by one in all dil'cdiom;

4. if (BR I n BR2

=

0) then return

5.... / / cont.inue as in

(I)

J'~GO

Fig1ll'c 6: Beginning of JEGOr: EGO*-heuristic

sequences will not join.
As we shall sec in Section 3,

.Jb,co.

significantly outperform JEGO in all instances. This im-

provemcnt is a direct result of thc large reduction of the Tlumber of sequcnces needed to be compared
based upon the abovc criterion, This rcsult is predictable since if EGO-heuristic can rccognize two
sequcnccs as non-joinable than EGO*-heuristic will always do the samc, but if EGO*-heurist.ir: call
recognize two sequences as non-joinablc UHlIl, in general, therc al'C many cases whcn EGO-heuristic
will dccide the sequence is joinable. Thus EGO*-he1ll'istic is more powcrful. Furthermore, the diffel'cnce in CPU time needed to compute the he1ll'istics given the Sillnc two sequences is insignificant,

3

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we present the performance results for in-memory joim; Ilsing
JEGO

(2), nnd

.IeGo.,

.IRS}

(RS.J join), JG,

The results report the actual time for the execution of thc various algorithms.

First we dcscribe the parameLcl's of the experiments, followed by the results and discussion.
In all ollr experiments we used a IGHz Pentium III maehiue with 2GB of memory. The machine
has 32I( of level-l cache (16K for instructions and 16I( for data) and 256J( level-2 cache. All
multidimensional points were distribntcd on the unit d-dimcnsional box [0,1J rl . The number of
points ranges from 68,000 to 200,000. For distributions of points in the domain we considered the
following e<t.<;es:
1. Uniform: Points are unifmwly distributed.

2. Skewed: The points are distributed among five clusters. \Vithin each cluster points are
distributed normally with a standard deviation of 0.05.
3. Real data: We tested data from ColorHistogram and ColorMornents files represcnting im-
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age features. The files arc available at the UC Irvine repository. ColorMomcnts stores 9dimensional data, which wc normalized to [O,Ij!1 domain, ColorHistogram - ::52-dimcnsional
data. For experimcflb, with low-dimensional real data, a subset of the leading dimensions
f!"Om these datasets were llsed. Unlike uniform aud skewed casm:i, for real data a self-join is
done.
Often, in similar research, the costs of sorting the data, building or maintaining the index or
costs of other operations needed for a particular implementation of join are igllored. No cost is
ignored in our experiments for

.Ie,

JEGO,

and

.h·eo•. One could argue that for

inde.-.:.cs, ollce built, need not be rebuilt for different

E.

JUSJ

tile two

\Vhile there arc many other situations

where the two indexes need to be built from scratch for JRSJ , we ignore the cost of huilding and
maintaining indexes for JUSJ, Lhus giving it an advantage.

3.1

Correlation between selectivity and c

The choice of the parameter

E

is critical when performing an E-join. Little jmitification for choice

of this parameter has been presented in related researdl. In faet, we present this secLion because
we have

diseoven~d

that often in similar rescan.:h selected values of E arc too slnall. "Ve think that

the mistake happened because too oftcn researchers choose to test self-join of dataset A which is
simpler than join of two different data."ictsets A and B. In self-join each point joins at least with
itself. Thus the cardinality of the result set R is no less thau Lhe cludinality of A. By increasing
the dimensionality d and fixing

E

to relatively small value, the size needed to store each data

point inere,l."ics, consequently the size needed to store R (e.g. in byte:,;) incre;\.Scs, even though the

cardinality of R is close to the cardinality of A. The inCI'C;l:,;e of size of R is probably oftcn mistaken
for the inCl'casc of cardinality of R.
The choice of E has a significant effect on the selectivit.y depending upon the dimcnsionality of
the data. The c-join i:> a common operation for similarity matching. Typically, fOl· each multidimensional point from sct A a few points (i.e. from 0 to 10, possibly from 0 to 100, but, unlikely
more than 100) from set B need to be identificd

011

the average. The average number of points

from set B that joins with a point from set A on the average is called selectivity.
In our expcriments, selectivity motivated the range of values chosen for c. The value of

E

is

typically lower for smaller number of dimensions and highcr for high-dimensional data. For example
a 0.1 x 0.1 squIlre 2 qucry (c = 0.1) is 1% of a two-dimensional domain, however it is only 10- 6 % of
all

eight-dimensional domain, leading to small selectivity.
Let us estimatc what values for c should be collsidcred for joining high-dimcnsional uniformly

distributed data such that a point from set A joins with a fcw (elose to 1) points from set B.
Assume that the cardinality of both sets is rn. \\lc need to answer the question: what should the
2A ~lIare gllery \\'11-" chosell Lu demonstrate the irlC'lI. ideally une shuuld consider a circlC'.

11

value of f: be such that m. hyper-squares of side f: completely fill the unit d-dimensional cube? It
is easy to see that the solution is f: =
values of

71!.

mba.

Figure 7(a) plots this function f:(d) for two diffcl'ent

Our experimcntal results for various nnmber of dimensions corroborate the results

prcscnted in the figure. For example the figllre predicts that in ordcr to obtain a selectivity elose
to one for 32-dimcnsioIlal data, the value of f: should be close to 0.65, or 0.7, and furthermore that
values smaller than say 0.3, lead to ;r,ero selectivity (or close to Y.CI'O) which is of little valuc a . Tlds
is in very close agrccmcnt to the experimental results.
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Figure 7: f:-join{A,B) (a) Choosing f: for selectivity close to one for 10 5 (and 10 6 ) points uniformly
distributed on [0,1 Jrl

(b) Pitfall of using impropcr selcctivity.

If the domain is not normalized to the unit square, such as in [11], the values of f: should be

scaled accordingly. For example E of 0.1 for [-I, l]d domain correspond to E of 0.05 f01' ollr [O,l]d
domain. Figul'e 7(b) demonstrates the pitfall of usillg

all

improper selectivity. The parameters of

the experiment (distribution of data, cardinality of sets and

E

(scaled)) are set to the values used

in one publication. With this choice of c the selcctivity plunges to zero even fol' thc ] O-dimensional
case. In fact, for our case, the figurc presumably shows that the Grid-join is better than .lECO and

.IF:co. evcn for high-dimensional cases. Howcvcr, the contrary is true for a mcaningful selectivity
as will be shown in Section 3.3.
Due to the impOltance of the selectivity in addition to the value of c, we plot the resulting
selectivity in each experiment. The selectivity values are plotted
each graph. Thc parameter

E

Oll

the y-a-..::is at the right end of

is on the x-axis, and the tiTTle taken by each join method is plotted

on the left y-a-..::is in seconds.
:IFor self-join selectivity i:- always alle1~t 1, tliU5 selectivity 2-100 is cic,;irnble.
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3.2

Low-dimensional data

"'e now prcsent the performance of .IUSJ, .!t;ao,

JEGO~

and .Jc for Vru'iOllS settings. The cost of

building indexes for .IRS., is ignored, giving it an advantagc.
The :l>n.xis plots the values of
Cleal'1y, if selectivity is 0, then

10,

which arc varied so that meaningful selectivity is achieved.

is tao 5H1all and vice versa if thc selectivity is more than 100.

€

In all bill. one graph the left y-a.xis reprcsents the total time in seconds La do the join for the
given settings. The right y-axis plots the selectivity values for each value of € in the experiments,
in actnal number of matching points. As e.xpcct.ed, ill each graph the selectivit.y, shown by the line
with the' x', increases w;

10

increases.

JHSJ is depicted only in Figure 8 because for all tested ca.<,es it has shown much worse results
t.han the other joins, Figure Sa depids performance of the joins for 'I-dimcnsional uniform data
with cardinality of both sets being 105. Figure Sb shows the performance of the same joins relative
to that of JUSJ.
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Figlll'c 8: TiTTle to do €-join for,ID uniform data (with .Tmu)
In Figure 81>, JEco shows 3.5 G.5 times bctter results than those of JUSJ, which corroborates
t.he fad t.hat, by itself, .hao is a quite competitive scheme for low-dimensional data. But it is not
as good as the two new schemes.
Next. comes .1,;;co. whose performance is always beLter than t.hat of .!EGO in all experiments.
This shows thc strength of J EG0

1.

Because of thc selcctivity, the values of 10 are likely to be small for

low-dimensional data and large for high-dimensional data. The EGO-heuristic is not well-suited for
small valucs of 10. The smaller the epsilon, the

l~ss

likely that a sequence has all inactive dimension.

111 Figllre 8b Jr;;co. is seen to give 13.5-24 times better performance than JRS.',
Another trend that can be observed from the graphs is that .To is bel.ter that JEGOA, except
for high-selectivity cases (Figure lOb). JEao shows results sevCl'a1 times worse than those of Jc,
which cOlToboraLcs the choice of the Grid-index which also was t.he clear winner in our comparison

[3

[7] wit.h "lam memory optimizetl versions of R-tree, R*-I.ree, Cll-tree, and quad-tree imlcxcs. In
Figure 81> Je showed 15.fJ

times beUer performance than JUSJ.

tl(i

Unlike JEGO, .111'00. always shows results at lea.,>\. coTTIparable to those of Je.

For all the

methods, the difference in relative pCl'fol'lIlance shrinks as c: (and selectivity) increases.
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Figure 9: Time for c:-join ror 3 dimensions wilh real data. (a) 'Vith J'~GO

(b) Without

,lEGO

(for

clarity)
Figure 9 shows the results ror the self-join of real 3-dimensional data taken frOIll the Color:Mom
file. The cardinality of the set is 68,000. The graph on the left shows the best three schemes, and
the graph

OJI

the right omits

.h:co scheme due to its much poorer performance. From these two

graphs we can see tha"t Jc is almost 2 times heLl.cr than

.

JEGO.

for small values or E.
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Figl11'C 10: Time to dOc-join for 4D, uniform data (a)

IAI = lEI =

100,000 (b)

Figure 10 shows the result.s for 'I-dimensional uniform data. The graph

OIl

IAI = IBI =

200,000

the left is for sets of

cardinality 100,000, and that on the right is for sets with e;mlinality 200,000. Fig1ll'c lOa emphasizes
the importance of performing Z-sort on data being joined: the performance improvement is '" 2.5
14

times. Jc without I'r:>ort, in general, whilc being better than .IF-CO, shows worse results than that
of

.I£(;o~.

Figure lOb presents another trend. In tbis figure .IRCO. becomes a heLLer choice than .Ic for
values of
Therefore

E

greater than'" 0.07. This choice of epsilon COlTcspomls to a high selectivity of'" 43.

JEG'O~

can be applied for juining high selectivity cases for low-dirnen:>ional data.
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Figure 11: Time to do E-join foJ' 4)) (a) Skewed data

(b) Real data

Figures 11 (a) and (b) show the results for 'I-dimensional skewed and real data. Note that the
values of E are now varied over a smaller range than that of the uniformly distributed case. This is
so bccause in the:>e cases points arc doser together and smaller values of
the :>ame selectivity

n."

E

are needed to achieve

in Uniform case. In these graphs JJo:co, JEUO*, and .Ic exhihit behavior

similar to that in the previous figures with Jc being the best scheme.

3.3

High-dimensional data

We now study the performance of the various algorithms for higher dimensions. Figures 12(a) and
(b) show thc l'c:'H1Its for V-dimensional data [or uniformly distributed data. Figure 13 (a) presents
the results for V-dimensional skewed data, Figure 13 gives the results for real V-dimensional data.
Figures 14 (it) and (b) show the reslllls with the V- and 16-dimensional real data respectively.
As with low-dimensional data, for all tested cases, .InsJ had the worst results. Thercfore, the
performance of JRSJ is omitted from most graphs - only one representative case is shown in
Figure 12a.
An interesting change in the relative performance of J G is observed [or high-dimensional data.
Unlike the case of low-dimen:o>ional data,

.lEGD

and .J,;;co. give better results than .lc_ .fc is not

competitive for high-dimensional data, and its results are often omitted for deal' presentation of
JEco and .IECO. results. A consistent t.rend in all graphs is lIl(1.t JEGo. results are always better

t.han those of .lNco . The difference is especially noticeable for the values of c corresponding to
1.5
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Figure 12: Performance of join for

OJ}

uniform data (a) Vlith

JUSJ

and Je

(b) Only best two

schemes
low selecLivity. Thi:; i:; a general trend:
this

C(L';C

.JEGO

docs not work well for smaller epsilons, because in

a sequences is less likely to have an inactive dimension. .![<:co. docs not suffer from this

limitation.
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(b) Real data

Set Cardinality \-\Then the join of Lwo sets i:; to be computed using Grid-join, an index is built
on one of the two sets. Naturally, the question of which set to build the index on ru·ises. We ran
experiments to study t.his issue, The result.s indicate Umt building t.he index on the smaller dataset
always gave beLler result:;.
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RELATED WORK

The problem of the spatial join of two uatasets is to identify pairs of objects, one from each dataset,
such that they satisfy a certain constraint. If both uatasets are the same, this corresponds La a
self-join. The most common join const.raint is that of proximity: i.e. the two objects should be
within a certain distance of each other. This corresponds to the e-join where

E

is the threshold

distance beyond which objects are no longer considered close eHough to be joined. Below we discuss
some of the most prominent solutions for efficient computation of similarity joins.
Shim et. al. [16] propose to use e-I<DB-tree for performing high-dimensional similarity joins of
massive data. The main-memory based e-KDB-tree and the corresponding algorithm for similarity
join are modified to produce a disk-based solution that can scale to huger datasets. \iVhenever the
number of points in a leaf node exceed a certain threshold it is split into L1/eJ stripes'l each of
width equal to or slightly greater than E in the i',h dimension. If the leaf node is at level 'i , then
the i l " dimension is lIsed for splitting. The join is performed by traversing the index structures for
each of the data sets. Each leaf node can join only with its two adjacent siblings. The points are
first sorted with the first splitting dimension and stored in an external file.
The R-1"l-ee Spatial.1oin (RSJ) algorithm

[1.1 works with an R-tree index built on the two datnscts

being joined. The algorithm is recursively applied to corrD>j>onding children if their minimum
bounding rectangles (.IvmRs) arc within distance c of each other. Severnl optimizations of this

basic algorithm have been proposed [6J. A cost model for spatial joins was introduced in [3]. The
IVlultipage Index (i'l'IuX) was also introduced that optimizes for I/O and CPU cost at the same
time.
In [131 Patel ct. al a plane sweeping technique is modified to create a disk-based similarity
join for 2-dimensional data. The new procedure is called the Partition Based Spatial ?vlerge join,
.INote that for high-dimensiunal data

I::

can easily exceed 0.5 rcmkring tllis approach inlo a brule force method.

17

or PHSj\'J-join. A partition based merge join is ahm presented ill [12]. Shafer do al in [151 prcsent
a method of paraileHy.ing high-dimem;ional proximity joins. The £-I<DI3-tree is parallelized and
compared with the approach of space partitioning. Kondas ct al [11] have proposed a generaliy.ation
of the Siy.c Separation Spatial .loin Algorithm, named MultidimensiOTml Spatial .loin (J'I'ISJ).
Recently, Bailm et al

[2] proposed the EGO-join. I30th sets of points bcing joined are first. sorted

in accordance with the so called Epsilon Grid Order (EGO). The EGO-join procedure is recursive.
A hcmistic is utilized for determining non"joinable sequences. More details about EGO-join will
he covered in Sect.ion 2.2. The EGO-join was shown to outperform other join methods in [2].
A excellcnt review of multidimensional index structurc... including grid-like and Qlmd-t.ree based
structmes can be found in [17]. Main-memory optimization of disk-based index structures has been
explored recently for B+-trees [VI] and multidimensional indexes [8J. 80th studies investigate the
redesign of the nodes in order to improve cache performance.
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CONCLUSIONS
Small
Low Dimensionality

High Dimensionality

E

JG
.la or

·h:co.

I Average I

Large

Jc

-le or JE{m.

.lECO.

.lECO•

£

E

Table 1: Choice of Join Algorithm
In this paper we considered the problcm of similarit.y join in main memory for low- and high"
dimensional data. \Ve propose two new algorithms: Grid-join and EGG*-join that were shown to
give superior performance than the state-of-the-art technique (EGO-join) and RS.l.
The significance of t.he choice of £ and recommendations for a good choice for testing ami
comparing algorithms with meaningful

~clectivity

were discussed. \Ve demonstrated an example

with values of E too small for the given dimensionality where one methods showed the best results
over the others whereas with more meaningful settings it would show the worst results.
,",Vhile recent reseru·ch has concentrated on joining high-dimensional data, little attention was
been given to the choice of technique for low-dimensional data. In our experiments, the proposed
Grid-join approach showed the best results for low-dimensional ea.'ie or when values of E are very
small. The EGO*-join has demonstrated substantial improvement over EGO-join for all the cases
considered and is the best choice for high-dimensional data or when values of

E

are large. The

results of the experiments with RSJ proves the strength of Grid-join and EGO*-join.
An analytical study hns been presented for selecting t.he grid size. As a side errect of the study
the cOi:it-estimating function for the Grid-join has been developed. This function can be used by a
query optimizer for selectilLg the best execution plan.
18

I3ased upon the e.xperimental results, the recommendation for choice of join algorithm is

SUlll-

marized in Table 1.
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Appendix k

CHOICE OF GRID SIZE

In thb section we develop CO!:it estimator functions for Grid-join. These functions can be used
to determine the appropriate choice of grid size for computing the c-join for a specific problem.
Thc discussion focuses on the case of two

dimension~,

but can be generalized to any numbcr of

dimensions in a straight-forward manner.
Table 2 lists parameters needed ror our analysis. All the parameters are known before the join,
except for grid size n, which needs to be determined. 'Vc nrc interested in finding

'fI

such that

the tillic needed for the join is minimized. Furthermore, if there are several values of n that yield
minimal or close to minimal join cost, then wc arc interested in the smallest such n. This is because
the mcmory requirements for the gTid increase with the number of cells in the gl·id.
In order to determine the relationship between the join cost ami the varions parameters of
the problem, we develop what we call estimator (or predictor) functions for Lhc various phases of
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c-ccTable 2: Panunctcn; lIsed for E-join
PammdeT Meaning

I

ij

~

11

first data.c;et £01' join

B

second dataset, (on which the index is built)

k=

cardinality of

m

IAI
= IBI

cardinality of n

c

n = lie
eps, E

11

lengt.h of side of a cell
grid size: n x n grid

epsilon parameter for the join

grid-join. Once the predictor functions are COllRLl'llctcd, a suitable choice for n can be found by
identifying a minimal value of the cost. Fur the value of n selected, the predictor functions arc
also useful in providing an estimated cost La the query optimizer which

elUl

usc this information to

decide whether or not Grid-join should be used for the problem.
In our analysis we assume uniform distribution of points in set A and B. The grid-join procedure
can be divided into three phases:
1. init phase: initiali;mtian of the grid pointers and li:,;ts
2. add phase: loading the data into the grid
3. proe phase: processing the point. queries using the grid.

Init and add pha."ies collcctively are called the build index phase. There is a tradcoff between the
build and

pTOC

phases with respect Lo t.he gTid :,;ize, n. With fcwcr cells, each circle is likely to

intersect fewer cells and thus he added to fewer full and part lists. On the other hand, with fewer
cells the length of the part lists is likely to he longer and each query lllay take longer to process. III
other words, the coarser (i.e. smaller n) the grid the faster the build phase, but the slowcr the

pTOC

phase. Due to this fact, the total time needed for join is likely to be a concave downwards function
of n. This has been the ca."ie in all our experiments.
Upper Bound While the general trend is that a finer grid would imply shorter query processing
time (:,;ince the part lists would bc shOl"Ler or empty), beyond a certain point, a finer grid Illay not
noticeably improve performance. For

aliI'

implementation, the diIference in time needed to proccss

a cell when its part list is empLy vs. when its part list has si:-;e one is very small. It is cnough to
choose grid sizc such that the size of part list is one ami further pa.rtitioning docs not noticeably
improve query processing timc. Thus we can estimate an nppCI· bound for n and search only for
number of cells in the interval [1, n"pp~rj.
For example, for 2-dimensional squarc data, it can be shown that t.he upper bound is given by
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if q >

4(JTn
n=

{

1

-1_.

2';'-'-, '

otherwise.

--:Jm -q

In this formula q is the si"c of each squa.re. Since for c-join we arc adding circles, the formulas is
reused by approximating the circle by a square with the same area (.=;. q ~ £fi). The corresponding
forllluia for

11.

is therefore:

n~ { r4~cml

rd:;;

o:yG'l

·f
II':>

I.

r-'
2 v "m

otherwise.

A finer grid than that specified hy the above formula wHl give very minor performance improvement

while incurring a large lllemory pClHllty. Thus the forlllula establishes the upper bound for grid
size domain. However, if the value returned by the formula is too large, the grid might not fit. in
memory. In that. case n is further limited by memory space availability.

In our experiments the optimal value for grid size tended to he closer to 1 rather than to

nl.l PPCr :

as in Figure 17.
Analysis For each of

~he

phases of the Grid-join, the analysis is conducted as follows. 1) First

the paramet.ers on which a pha.<;e depends are determined. 2) Then the nature of depelldenCl! on
each parameter separately is predicted based on the algorithm and implementation of the grid.
Since the Grid is a simple data strUcLlI1'C, dependence on a pamrneter, as a rule, is not complicated.
3) Next the dependence on thc combination of the parameters is predicted based on the dependence
for each parameter. 4) fo'inaUy, an explanat.ion is given on how the calibration of predictor functions
can be achieved for a specific machine.
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Figure 15: Time to initiali;-;e index (a) n E [10,100]

(b) n E [100,1000]

Estimating init Phase: The timc to initialize the index depends only on the grid size n. The
process of index initialization can be described in 0(1) operation followed by the initiali'l.ation ofn2
cells. Thus the index initialization time is expected to be a polylJornial of degree two over n such as:
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!'init(n) = an 2 + brl' -j- c, for some coefficients

fl.,

b, and c. This value of the coefficients depend

UpOIJ

the particular machine on which the initialization is performed. They can be detcrmined throup;h a
calibration step. To validate the correctness of this estimaLor, we calibrated it for a given machine.
The corresponding estimator funcLion was then lIsed to predict the performance for other values
of n noL lIsed for the calihration. The result is shown in Figure 15 (a = 8.26 x 10-;, b = 0, and
c = 0). The two graphs shown arc for different ranges of n: on the left n varies from 10 to 100,
on the right. n varies from 100 to 1000. The gTaphs show the actual timcs measured for different
values of n a.:; well as the time predicted by the estimator function. As can he seen, the estimator
gives very good approximation of the actual initialization times. This is especially trlle for larger
values of n.
Figure 15 shows that the time needed for index initialization phase can be approximated well
with a simple polynomial. Any numerical method can be lIsed for calibrating the coefficienLs

(1"

b,

ami c for a particular machine.
Estimating add Phase: This phase is more

I6

~

TIme to add circles
150)(150 grid, m"IBJ=7S.000. cal'lbfa/ion: u

c.omplicated then \,hc init phase because it depends on t.hree parameters: n - grid sIze ,
- cardinality of indexed set B, anel

E.
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By ana-
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0.4 :
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: 0.6
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,
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than onc. The next step is to calibrate the coefficients ai'S. This can be done by solving a system
of 18 lincar equations. These equations call be

Figure IG: Estimation with polynomial for add
phase

obtained by choosing three dilIerellt values of n,
three values of E, and two valueij of m (3 x 3 x 2 = 18).
The combinations of the following calibration points have been examined in onlcr to get the
coefficienLs: 'lIo = 10,
ml

nl

= 100,

n"!

= 200;

EO

= 0.001,

cl

= 0.01,

€2

= 0.02:

= 100. The choice of values implics we assume that typically n E [10,200],

I':

rno

= 50, and

E 10.001. 0.02], and

mE [50,100]. The linear system was solved lIsing the Gaussian elimination with pivoting method.
Figure 16 demonstrates time needed for add phase for various values of E when n = 150 and

Tn

= 75

and another curve is our inLerpolation polynomial. Again we ohijerve that the estimator functioll
i!:i highly accurate. III fad we never encountered more than a 3% relative errol' in om experiments.
Estimating proc Phase: The processing phase depends on all parameters:
k =

JAI,

Tn =

lEI,

and

1':.

11

grid siy.e,

Thankfully, dependence on k is linear since each point is processed

independent of other points. Once the solution for some fixed ko is known, it is easy to compute
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for

arbitrary k. However, there is a small complication: the average lengths of the full and pUTt

,lTl

lists arc glven by different formulae depending upon whether cell size c is greater than ..fie or not
(see [7], in our case query side size q is replaced by ..fie).
Consequently the proc phase cost can be estimated by two polynomiaJ:;; (dcpending on whether
..,(iie

2:: c or not): Ppro.:,.,frre-;O:c(c,e,m.,ko ) and Pproc,.,frrE<Ac,e,'fl/.,ko) each of type P((;,e,m,k o) ==

al7c2e2m

+ ... + aIm + (JO

with degrees of c and e

flO

greater than two and degTee of

no greater

m

than one. Once again the calibration cun be done by solving a syst.em of 18 linear equations for
each of the two cases.
Estimating Total Time: The estimat.ed total time needed for Grid-join is the sum of estimated time needed for each phase. Fip;nrc 17 demonstrates estimation of time needed for Grid-join
when e = 0.001, m = 20,000, k = 10,000 as a function of gTid size n. The cst,imator functions of
each phase were calibrated usinp; differcnt values than those shown in t.he graph.
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Figure 17: Estimation of total time needed for e-join (a) n E 11O,lUO]

(b) n E [70,80J

A simple bisection method for finding the optimal value of 11, was used. This method ,It%umes
that it is given a concavc downwards function, defincd on [a, b]. The functiuTl has been concave
downwards in all our experiments, howevcr in future work we pIau to prove that the estimator function is always concave downwards for various combinations of paramelcr:>. The bisection method
in this context works as follows. The goal is to find the leftmost minimum on the intcl'wtl [a, b].
Compute c = (a + b)/2. If f{c - 1) :::::: f(c + 1) thcll make new b be equal c and repeat the process,
otherwise make ncw a be equal c andrepcat the process. The process is repeated until (b - a.) < 2.
Thc bisection method for the example in Figure 17 gives an estimatcd optimal value for

11.

as

74. Experimentally, we found that thc actual optimal value fol' n was 73. The difference between
time nceded for the grid-join with 73 x 73 grid and 74 x 74 grid is just Lwo milliseconds for the
given settings. These numbers show the high accuracy of the estimalor functions. Noticc that the
rcsult.s of interpolation look evcn better if they are rOllnded to the closest millisecond values.

